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Today, The Green Pet Shop unveiled the newest addition to the rapidly growing pet CBD market. CBD Pet Care expands The
Green Pet Shop’s full line of eco-friendly pet products and represents a re-entrance into the space for The Green Pet Shop, who
was at the forefront of the pet CBD market in 2015.
After being among the first companies to bring a CBD formulated product into the pet space, The Green Pet Shop and CEO Larry
Wright took a step back to re-evaluate their product and make sure that they would continue to be the industry standard setter
in CBD pet care. After nearly three years of careful research and product development, The Green Pet Shop is ready to
reintroduce their one-of-a-kind innovation to the market and continue providing pets with natural pet solutions that can only
be found in The Green Pet Shop’s unique formula.
In order to assure that their product remained the standard of the industry, The Green Pet Shop has partnered with HEMPVET
Pet Health Remedies and HEMPVET’s Chief Formulator, Dr. Gary Pusillo. Dr. Pusillo is a world-renowned, board-certified animal
nutritionist who, over his 35-year career, has developed over 2,000 animal product formulations and worked with 17 Kentucky
Derby Winners.
Together, The Green Pet Shop and HEMPVET have developed one of the most comprehensive,, broad spectrum, transdermal
CBD pet products on the market. An expertly blended combination of all-natural, sustainably sourced essential oils, broadspectrum hemp, with naturally occurring CBD and a proprietary transdermal gel base combines to make one of the most
effective CBD pet products available on the market. The transdermal properties of the product allow it to penetrate deep into
the skin, effectively reducing anxiety & inflammation as well as relieving aches and pains more quickly and more effectively
than CBD products that are ingested orally.
CBD Pet Care comes in a unique 100 MG pen. Each portable pen dispenses 50 2 MG doses that allows precise and mess-free
dosing. The pen also features a measured viewing window, allowing users to know when it is time to reorder, and make sure
that their pet does not go a day without the relief that CBD Pet Care provides. This mess-free pen removes the dosing
uncertainty that comes with other CBD products that must be ingested orally or are applied topically.
The Green Pet Shop and their CBD Pet Care exhibit can be found at Global Pet Expo booth 483, where they will be displaying
this exciting new innovation and taking advanced orders.

About The Green Pet Shop
The Green Pet Shop has been making and selling unique and affordable eco-friendly pet products since 2010. The
Green Pet Shop is committed to making the world a better place for pets and their people through eco-friendly
products and with charitable initiatives through their new charitable organization, Green Pet Cares.

About HEMPVET Pet Remedies
At HEMPVET, our mission is to Keep Your Pet Stronger for LongerÔ. Our innovative products for cats, dogs, and
horses are founded on science, and crafted with a passion for giving your pets the very best care they deserve.
Combining the nourishing entourage of hemp with powerful condition-specific ingredients, all formulated by a
leading board-certified Animal Nutritionist.
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